My Journey to the mcHF SDR QRP TX
by KB9YEN
I came across the mcHF in
my quest for the holly grail SDR
transceiver. I wanted something
small, portable easy to use and that
would quickly interface to a PC for
digital transmission. There are
radios out there such as the Yaesu
FT-817i but since it's not an SDR it
takes several cables to connect it to
the PC and a good PC interface
like the SignalLink is needed. You
also need an antenna tuner if you
just want to be able to toss a wire
in a tree. The mcHF also needs a
tuner but more on that later.

RECENT RS-918SSB mcHF Clone

I looked around for about 2-3 years and there are so many projects out there but none of them
were exactly what I wanted. Flexii has some but none were really portable. Apache Labsiii had a few
good offerings but they have discontinued their smaller units that were around $1000.00 USD. Elecraft
has two very good SDR radios in the KX2iv and KX3v. The KX2 currently runs around $750.00 USD
and the KX3 is about $950.00 USD for the kit and $1050.00 assembled. Those are very fair prices for
the radios but were a little high for me after you get you add-ons. The FT817 can be fond for $700.00
USD which was more in the price range.
I found several kits; Peaberryvi, Ettus Research's USRPvii series, Genesis G59viii, SDR Cubeix,
Softrock RXTXx and many more. None were exactly what I was looking for.
Then I came across the mcHFxi. This is a kit with open
hardware and open source approach. The unit is available as a
kit that you have to assemble yourself. This was not going to be
an issue but there were a few parts you still had to source and
you have to build or buy a case elsewhere. No biggie and I was
going to do this till I found the RECENT RS-918SSBxii mcHF
clone. It was $350.00 USD shipped to my door. This was the
same price as the kit without shipping and before the case and
few parts not included. I sent a few emails back and forth with
Larry Yang from RECENT and felt ok buying the radio. I knew
I was going to need a tuner and I wasn't sure about the PC
Audio interface. As it turns out there is one built right into the
radio via USB. I opted for the Elecraft T1 Autotunerxiii based on
size, price and amazing reviews as well as the Elecraft
reputation. This was an aditional $160.00 USD bringing the
total to $510.00. That was nearly $200.00 Cheaper than the next
closest offering without a tuner.

Elecraft T1 Autotuner

With all new radios there is a learning curve. This one a bit more than most as they are
expecting you to have read all the assembly documentation and know what does what to begin with.
The menus are robust with plenty of options I do not pretend to understand, but this is not uncommon
either. The radio is only 5W but you can buy the mcHF RF board and build the 10W mod and swap out
boards. I've not done this so I cannot say how easy or well it works. There are also a large number of
amplifiers you can get if you want more power. The radio does not come with a power supply but it
does come with a cable that you can easily attach to an existing PSU or a battery. The antenna
connector is BNC which is typical of units this size. It would have been better to have a PL-259 style
connector, but it's better than the RCA antenna connector on many small radios.
At 5W this radio is not intended for Voice
communications. There are any number of
digital modes for HF but some of the more use
modes are CW, JT65xiv, JT9xv, FT8xvi,
QRA64xvii, WSPRxviii. All these modes are
available in WSJT-Xxix which is open source
and available for Windows, Mac, and Linux.
In WSJT-X the radio sets up as if it were an
FT-817 with 8 bits, Two Stop bits, no
handshake or 8N2. PTT method is CAT and
mode is USB. Once you connect the radio and
restart the software the serial port should show
up and you can set it to use the USB device
mic and headphones for TX/RX. run the CAT
test and if it all works you are ready to start
WSJT-X Configuration
using the mcHF. You can use voice modes but
at 5W conditions need to be ideal unless you are running an amplifier.
I've gotten some great results using WSPR. It's amazing how far a digital signal can go with low
power. I highly recommend the mcHF and if you have the time, money and patience do build it from
the kit as I imagine you will get to know the radio far better that way.
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